There are many ways to rock, and on their latest album takeyouapart Brisbane’s
Screamfeeder have mastered them all. From the simple downbeat strumming,
hypnotic keyboards and incisive lyrics of now i don’t feel so bad to the punked
up smash fest of needles. From the classic bluesy strut of and tigers they roam
to the unrelenting sonic slab of bunny. From the Who-like maelstrom of i don’t
know what to do any more to the neo-gospel love affair of you and me.
takeyouapart has been a massive success for Screamfeeder in
Australia, with 4 singles being lifted from the album, all of which
were immediately added to High Rotation on the country’s JJJ
radio network. Screamfeeder played at this year’s SxSW as
well as performing select shows in LA and NYC. They are
returning in October for a second visit.

screamfeedertakeyouapart
Release Date 12th Oct 2004 Format CD Distributor Cost
$7.00 Catalog Number RA119 Suggested List $14.98 File Under
pop rock / indie-rock UPC # 634479037696
Key selling points National tour in october. Serviced to key press:
glossies, fanzines, websites, and radio stations. High profile band in
Australia and Europe with dedicated following.

“Forget Jet, The Vines, even You Am I – Screamfeeder are hands down the
country’s best rock band and takeyouapart is all the proof you need. For real.”
Time Off magazine, Brisbane , 11/03
“13 tunes-no filler and its ragged, infectious spirit evokes all kinds of glories:
classic soul records, the early Who singles, the fire and fun of bands such as
the Jam and the Replacements. Highlights are many but it’s hard to go past
i’vegottheknife, one of the best tunes of the year, with its infectious melody
and lyrics with just the right mixture of yearning, regret and hope.” Courier
Mail
“If you’re after guitar pop that leaves the pretension to the prima donnas
look no further than singer/guitarist Tim Steward and his long serving
partners in Screamfeeder” Blunt Magazine
“If ever the adage ‘all killer and no filler’ applied, it does with
takeyouapart, one of the Australian albums of the year” Tsunami
“Their latest is a no-fuss, boiled-to-the-bone rock record that bristles with
energy and focus, leaving plenty of space for subtle melodies, simple hooks
and Tim Steward’s hope-filled voice” Rolling Stone

track listing
1 now i don’t feel so bad 2 needles 3 i don’t know what to
do any more 4 and tigers they roam 5 same mistakes again
6 i’ve got the knife 7 you and me 8 bunny 9 on a plane
with just one wing 10 the space that’s left 11 make up
12 12345 13 ice patrol
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